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Rating Systems
Neighborhood Development
LEED-ND: Plan
LEED-ND: Built Project
Program Offerings (for LEED-ND: Plan)
Certified Plan
Letter of Support
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Letter of Support
Option 1. Location type (1-5 points) 
Option 2. Connectivity (1-5 points)
Select one or more of the following:
Option 3. Designated high-priority locations (3 points)
Option 1. Location Type
The project is located on a previously developed site that is not an adjacent site or infill site. (1 point)
The project is located on an adjacent site that is also a previously developed site. (2 points)
Select one of the following, as indicated in Project Information:
The project is located on an infill site that is not a previously developed site. (3 points)
The project is located on an infill site that is also a previously developed site. (5 points)
Option 2. Connectivity
Points
1
2
3
4
5
Points are calculated as follows:
Select one. Intersection density will be calculated within the following area:
Upload: Vicinity map
Upload: Vicinity map
Option 3. Designated High-Priority Locations
The project is attempting at least 2 points under NPD Credit Housing Types and Affordability, Option 2.
EPA National Priorities List
Federal Empowerment Zone
Select one or more. The project is located in the following priority area(s):
Federal Enterprise Community
Federal Renewal Community
Department of the Treasury Community Development Financial Institutions Fund Qualified Low-Income Community
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) Qualified Census Track
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) Difficult Development Area
Local equivalent for projects outside the U.S.
Upload: Priority designation map
Provide a vicinity map with the project boundary or other documentation demonstrating that the project is located in the identified priority designation area(s).
Letter of Support Summary
Date
Name
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Complete
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Option 1. Location type (1-5 points)
Option 2. Connectivity (1-5 points)
Select one or more of the following:
Option 3. Designated high-priority locations (3 points)
Option 1. Location Type
The project is located on a previously developed site that is not an adjacent site or infill site. (1 point)
The project is located on an adjacent site that is also a previously developed site. (2 points)
Select one of the following, as indicated in Project Information:
The project is located on an infill site that is not a previously developed site. (3 points)
The project is located on an infill site that is also a previously developed site. (5 points)
Option 2. Connectivity
Points
1
2
3
4
5
Points are calculated as follows:
Select one. Intersection density will be calculated within the following area:
Upload: Vicinity map
Upload: Vicinity map
Option 3. Designated High-Priority Locations
The project is attempting at least 2 points under NPD Credit Housing Types and Affordability, Option 2.
EPA National Priorities List
Federal Empowerment Zone
Select one or more. The project is located in the following priority area(s):
Federal Enterprise Community
Federal Renewal Community
Department of the Treasury Community Development Financial Institutions Fund Qualified Low-Income Community
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) Qualified Census Track
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) Difficult Development Area
Local equivalent for projects outside the U.S.
Upload: Priority designation map
Provide a vicinity map with the project boundary or other documentation demonstrating that the project is located in the identified priority designation area(s).
Date
Name
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Complete
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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